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Proposal for 
COUNCIL REC?ULATION (EEC) No 
of 
on the control of the wine-growing potential and, 
amending in partic:;ular Regulation (EEC) No 816/70 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUN~TIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establ'ishing the'European Economic Coinfllunity, 
' . 
and in particular Articles 42· and 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal ·from tb~ Commission, 
Having regard to ~he Opinion of the European Par~iament 1 , 
. . \ 2 
Having regar-d to the Opinion of the.Economic and Social Comm1ttee , 
.-
Whereas Article '5(1) of• Council Regulation (EEC) No 1162/76. of 1.7 May 1976 "' 
~>n ·me?~sur:-es designed to adjust ~ine-·growing potential to market _recjuir~-
ments3 provided ~hat the Council would, in the light of the results of the 
temporary measures provided for the said Regulation, decide before 
1 October 1978 on the measures necessary to ~nsure that' wine-growing 
potential is adapted to market requirem~nts; 
. • ' 
Whereas analysis of the situation of the market for table wine and'of the 
spontaneous development of W'ine':"'growing potential. suggests· the likelihood 
of an imbalance between the supply of and demand for tabl~ wine; whereas 
this situation calls for further policy measures to control·wihe-growing 
pOtential with a-view to achieving a balanced market for table wines; 
1 
2 
·' 3
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whereas there is a tendency for vineyards to be shifted to land where 
conditions dt cultivation are easier; whereas this movement from the hills 
thi natural , 
to the plains is not always consistent with suitability of land for·wine-
growing and whereas it is usually accompanied by an increase in yields, 
sometimes at the expense ~f quality; whereas, in view of these aspects, ·;t 
; s necessary, for the -purpose of cont'roll ing production in terms of both 
.quantit)' and quality to establish a classification, according to natural 
suitability for wine-growing, of the areas under vines cultivated for the 
production of table wine and of the land which could be used for such· 
production; 
Whereas Community.vineyar~s producing tabte wine fall naturally into three 
... 
categories in which account is taken of natural criteria such as soil, 
climate and terrain, and of .the possibility of turning over the land to 
other crops; 
Wher·eas the classification of wine-growing land should be sufficiently 
• 
-
flexible to allow .for regional differences in natural production conditions ~ 
and, in particular, in the quality of wines; 
Whereas areas under vines other than those cultivated for th~ production of 
table wines directly affect wine-growing potential; whereas there sho.uld 
be provision for the classification of these areas also, where the" 
situation of the market in wine so requires; 
Whereas the procedure adopted must be such as to.allow the measures 
introduced to adapt wine-growing potential to market requirements to take 
immediate effect; 
Whereas in tha light of the experience gained in managing the market in wine 
and the studies carried out, it see~s essential to_provide for the structural 
measures needed to balance the market ; whereas this does not seem possible 
unless i ~le current temporary ban on new. plantings is replaced by the principle 
tha-t a"l: new planting of vines is subject· to prior authorization depending 
on the u.i tabili ty for wine-growing of the land in question ; 
.;. 
. 
. 
• 
• 
f 
vlhereas 
.. , 
detcd led information should be provided for this purpose; whereas 
·the Commission should continue to make a report·· each year to the CounciL on 
how the wine-growiOQ. potential is evol v_i ng; whereas this report should be 
based on i.nformatioo provided by the producer Member States collected in 
the form of individ~al declarations by the produc~rs; 
Wh•reas~he Council should.~ecide each year how much new planting for t~ble 
wine production may be permitted in each ,Member State and, where appropriate, 
in each geogr@phical unit; 
Whereas there should be measures to permit a smooth transition from the. 
present system to the new rules; 
Whereas experience ihdicates that the rules on the ~lass~fication of.vine 
varieties which may be grown in the Community should be simplifie.d to faci-
Litat~ their application; whereas to this end.there should be Lists of the· 
permitted varieti~s oi vine by g~ographical unit for the wine grape· 
varieties and by producer Member-,State for the tablE! grape varieties and 
th·e root:?toc~ varieties; wher~as there should be provi.sion for the. el imi-
nation of varieties not incluaed in the classific,ation because ·of the 
infer'io·r q~al ity of the wine which they yield; 
Whereas, in order to improve. t~e quality of wines obtained in the Community, 
~t· is advisable to guide th'e choi.ce of the producer contemplating a new 
planting or a replanting by drawing up a special List of the varieties of 
. 
vine the use of which may give entitlement to ai~; 
Whereas, in order to ensure that'the Community provisions relating to wine-
growing potential are complie~ wi·th, it is necessary to prohibit all 
na.tional aid for the replanti_ng of areas under vines cul-tivated. for the 
production· of table wine falling withi~ category III. 
·I 
' 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Title IH.of Regulation (EEC) No 816/70 is amended to read as follows: 
"Title III 
Rules concerning the control of wine-growing potential 
Article 15 
1~ Are~s under vines cu~ivated for the production of table wine and land 
which cotlld be used for such production shall be classified according 
to their natural suitability for wine-growing. 
2. For this purpose a distinction shall be made between: 
- hill areas and plains, 
- alluvial plains and other plains. 
Hill areas shall comprise those with an average slope exceeding 5% and 
an altitude normally exceeding 300 m. 
Plains shall comprise all areas which are not hill areas. 
Alluvial plains shall comprise areas cGntaining recent alluvial 
deposits in a proportion greater than 50%. 
Other plains shall comprise pl~ins where the soil is of a different 
kind. 
3. The Council, acting by a qu'alified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules for the application of this 
Arti "te and in particular may allow, for a period to be determined, 
the (·riteria used by Member States before 1 January 1976 to be re-_ 
garded as equivalent for the purpose of determining hill areas and 
the areas of alluvial plains. 
• 
•. 
• 
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Article 15a 
.. 
The areas referred to in Article· 15 shall be classified in three cate-
gories comprising: 
for category I 
· fo~ category II 
for c~tegary Ill 
.: hill areas excluding valley bottoms 
: areas of other plains referred to.in Article 15 
lying south of the climatic boundary defined in 
paragraph 2 
other areas 
For t~e purposes of.this Regulation, climatic boundary means: 
the line beyond which, for all g~ographicat points, there has been re-
corded, over a period of at least 20 years and during t)le period April 
to September 
~ an average rainfall ~f ~nder 200 mm , and 
- an average ·temperature of over 18P. 
3. · It may be'decided: 
- to exclude from the first category certain areas of do~btful suita-
. ' 
bility.for wine-l}rowi,ng_lying to the north of t~e climatic boundary, 
- at the request of a Member State, to derogate from the crjteria of 
paragraph 1 for classifying wine-growing areas where special natural 
conditions prevail. 
A_r_tj et~ 1~£-
1. The Member States shall communicate to the Commission the boundaries 
., 
of_ table wine production areas whtch they consider c~rrespond to the 
categories referred to in ·Article 15a. These .areas sh~ll have homo-
gen~ous_natural propert~es and shall be congruent with basic admini-
strative units or subdivisions of such units. ~ 
They shall 'at· the same time communicate all requisite information 
relating ~o the prop~rties o~ these areas. 
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2. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
. . 
commission, shall adopt boundaries of· table wine production areas in 
accordance with the Community classification as and when the data re-
quired by paragraph 1 become available. 
3.· However, at the request of a Member State, submitted in accordance 
with paragraph 1, a.mendments may be made. to these boundaries in accor-
dance with the procedure laid down in Artic~e 7 of Regulation No 24. 
'he total of such amendments may not have the effect of increasing by 
~ore than 1% the areas classified in the first and second category. 
4. In a~y event, the boundaries of areas for the ptoduction of table wine 
of category III shall.be adopted before 30 November 1979. 
Article 15c 
1. When the cultivator of an area under vines submits an application: 
(a) for authorization of new planting 
(b) with the object of qualifying for the provisions: 
- of Regulation (EEC) No (conversion and permanent 
abandonment premium) 
-or of qualifying for aid for vineyards· cultivated fQr tab'le·.wine 
production referred to in Article 12 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No /78 on collective projects for the restructuring of 
vineyards,_ the _Member State shall, where necessary, ·classify the 
. . . 
areas concerned so that the competent authorities may take a 
decision on this application. 
I 
2. In the case of collective action whose object is to benefit from one 
or more of the provisions referred to in paragraph 1, the Member State 
shall, where necessary, similarly classify all the areas concerned by 
such action. 
3. Th" Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules for the application of this 
Article. 
• 
• 
"" 
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Article 15d 
The Council may decide, in a·ccordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 43 of the Treaty, on criteria fo~ classifying areas un~er vines 
other than those cultivated for the production of table wines. 
Article 16 
1. Nornew planting or replanting of vineyards may be -carried out unless . 
authorization has been received from the competent authorities of ·the 
Member State concerned. 
2. Replantings shall· be authorized throughout the wine-grow-ing ·regions of 
. . 
the Community provided· that they are carried out in conformity with 
Community provisions and any more restrictive technical conditions re-
sulting fr9~ the application of th~ provisions of Member States. 
3. New plantings shall be authorized ~nder the cond·itions laid down in 
Articles 16a and 16b. 
·4. The terms."grubbing", "replanting", "new planting", "conversion" and 
"abandonment" shall-have the meanings set out in Annex Ia. 
I -
1. 
2. 
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Article 16a 
,.. 
Any physical or legal person intend·ing to ptant ur repLant a vineyarq 
during the C\-.wrent wine year shall apply in writing for an autho!·iza-
tion from the competent body'to be designated by the Member States. 
The competent bodies shall not grant the authorizations referred to in 
Article 16(1) until they have e~sured that atl Community and national 
r •les on the subject can be complied with. 
3. Authorizations for new plantings on areas cultivated for ~he production 
of table wine. may be granted only in respect of areas classified in 
category 1 pursuant to Articles 15 and 15a. 
However, if wine-growirg potential is such as to justify such a step, 
planting may also be authorized on areas in category. II which meet 
criteria to be established by the Council acting by a qualified majority 
on a proposal from the Commission. 
4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules for the issue of authorizations 
for new planting and replanting in which are laid down 
- the time-limit for reaching a decision on any application, 
- the period of validity of authorizations granted. 
5. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 7 of Regulation 
No 24. 
Article 16b 
1. Any physical or legal person who has newly planted, replanted or . 
gnbbed vineyards on the land he cultivates shall inform the bodies to 
be designated by the Member States within four weeks of the completion 
of -t:l:tis work. 
Any physical or legal person who decides to cease cultivating vines on 
an area which was under vines in the previous wine year shall inform 
the competent body before 31 May of the current wine year. 
I 
I 
l 
'I 
~I 
i 
I 
2. 
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Before 31 July of each year, the Member States, taking into account 
• 
--the information notified in accordance with pa~agraph 1, 
- the areas which have bee~ converted or abandoned pursuant to Regula-
. tion (EEC) No , 
-from 1 April' 1980, the statistical surveys of areas under vines 
provided for in Regulation (EEC) No 978/78 
shall inform the Commission of the way in which the wine-growing 
potential is evolving, includ~ng in this·communication a statement of 
the areas under vines on- their territory. 
This statement: shall be estabtished for each of the geographical units 
referred to in A~ticle 4(3) of Regulation (EEC) No 978/78 and broken 
down as specified .in Article 2(2)(b) of that Regulation~ 
3. Befor.e 30 November of each year; the- Commission, taking into account 
the communications from the Member States referred to in paragraph 2, 
shall make a report to the Council on. the way in whic~ the wine-
growing potential is evolving. 
This report shall: 
-assess the relationship between_production potential and use, 
- s.et out the faotors on which decisions wit.h reg~rd to new plantings 
may be based. 
4. On the basis of this _report the Coun~il, acting by a qualified majority 
on a proposal from the Commission, ,shall, before 30 April of each ye~r 
and for the first time b~fore 30 April 1980, decide upon the area of 
new ~lanting for the production of table wines which may be authorized 
in each Member State and, where appropriate, in each of the geographi-
cal units referred to in the second subpara~rapn of paragraph 2. 
At the same time and in the same way the Counc~l ~ay decide to re~trict 
or prohibit. the issue of authorizations for new plantings not intended 
for the production of table wine. 
-w-
Article 16c 
·1. In the 1978/79 and 1979/80 wine years new plantings may not be 
authorized by the Member States unless 
(a) the areas concerned are intended for the production of quality 
wine p.s.r. in a Member State where less than ·50% of all wine 
produced in the 1975/76, 1976/77 and 1977/78 wine years was 
quality wine p.s.r.; 
(b) or the planting is to take place in a Member State which produces 
lesa than 5 000 hectolitres armually from gr~pes harvested on its 
territory; 
(c) on the areas in question are intended for the production of quality 
wines p~s.r. or, where they are intended for the production of 
category I table wines· pursuant to Article 15, if 
- the new plantings are in fUlfilment of farm development plans 
drawn up under the conditions set out in Directive 72/159/EEC, 
- the new plantings are consequential upon reparcelling measures 
or measures of compulsor,y purchase in the public interest under 
national legislation. 
Before 31 July 1979 Member States shall submit to the Commission a 
atatement of authorizations granted pursuant to the previous 
subparagraph. This statement shall be examined in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 8 of Regulation No 24. 
2. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 7 of Regulation No 24. 
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Article 11 
1. A classification of the vine varieties which may be cultivated in the 
Community shall be established. This classification shall in particular 
provide for : 
(a) a distinction between wine grape varieties, table grape varieties 
and rootstock varieties; 
(b) the vine varieties which may be grown; 
(c) lists of 
-wine grape varie~ies by geographical unit, 
- table grape and rootstock varieties by producer Member State. 
These lists shall show for each variety 
-the use to which the product obtained from it is to be put, 
- the geographical limits for its cultivation. 
2. Without prejudice to stricter Community provisions, only varieties 
included in the classification may be used for new planting, replanting 
o! grafting in the Community. 
Member States may, however, derogate from the provisions bf the 
previous subparagraph with a view to investigating the suitability 
of a vine variety for cultivation, undertaking scientific research, 
selective breeding and hybridization, or the production of vine 
vegetative propagation material ~or export. 
Vine varieties which are cultivated but which are not included in the 
classification, shall be referred to as "provisionally authorized 
varieties". Cultivation of these varieties must end before the dates 
appearing in paragraph 3. 
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3. The phasing out of wine growing on areas planted with : 
(a) vine varieties classified on 31 December 1976 as provisionally 
authorized varieties, must be carried out :. 
- before 31 December 1979 for varieties obtained from interspecific 
crossings (direct producer hybrids); 
- before 31 December 1983 ·for other varieties; 
(b) varieties removed from the classification after 31 December 1976, 
must be carried out within 15 years from the date on which the 
variety was so removed. 
4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules for the application of this 
Article. 
5. The classification of the vine varieties and other procedures for the 
application of thi·s Article, shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 7 of Regulation No 24. 
Article 17a 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt the list of vine varieties in each geographical 
unit, the cultivation of which shall qualify for aid.· 
Only varieties whose grapes are used in the making of table wines which 
have a reasonable chance of commercial success may be included on the list. 
Article 17b 
The granting of national aid for the replanting of areas cultivated for 
the production of category III table wine shall be prohibited ... 
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.. t..rticle 2 
A:t·ticle 27a. of Regulation (EEC) No 816/70 is amended to read as folloHs : 
"1. Unless othen>Iise decided by the Council acting by a qualifiec<_ :nfl.,jori .J:,;y 
on a proposal from the Commission, only grapes from vine varieties 
included in the classification referred to in .Ar-ticle_ 17 and product8 
derived from such grapes may be used within the Community for the 
production of : 
- alcohol-muted grape must, 
- concentrated grape must, 
- rectified concentrated grape must, 
-wine suitable for yielding table wine, 
- table wine, 
-quality wine p.s.r., 
- liqueur wine. 
2. However, grapes from varieties classified as provisionally authorized 
shall also be regarded as suitable for yielding the products listed 
in paragraph 1, with the exception of quality wine p.s.r. : 
(a) where such grapes belong to ; 
-varieties obtained from interspecific crossings {direct producer 
hybrids) : until 31 December 1979, 
- other varieties : until 31 December 1983, provided that such 
varieties were classified as provisionally authorized before 
31 December 1976; 
(b) where the variety in question was removed .from the classification 
referred to in Article 17 after 31 December 1976, for a period of 
15 years from the date on which the variety was so removed." 
Article 3 
The following·is inserted after Annex I of Regulation (EEC) No 816/70 : 
"Annex Ia 
For the purposes of this Regulation : 
(a) grubbing means the complete elimination of all vine stocks on an area 
planted with vines, 
(b) replanting means the planting of vines within eight years of grubbing 
on an eq1.1ivalent area on the same holding during thi.s. period, the area 
previously under vines passes to another holding, the right of 
replantir~ may also be transferred to this holding. 
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(c) new planting means a planting of wines which does not correspond to 
the definition of replanting given in (b), 
(d) conversion means the cessation of vine cultivation on the areas 
concerned for eight years·from the start of the wine-growing year 
following'the grubbing of vines, 
(e) abandonment means the permanent cessation of vine cultivation on an 
area, attested by a legal restriction placed upon those areas in 
accordance with the provisions of the Member State concerned." 
Article 4 
'The first subparagraph of Article 3(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 817(70 
is amended to read as follows : 
"1. Each Member State shall draw up a list of vine varieties sui table 
for producing each of the quality wines p.s.r. produced in its 
territory. These vine varieties may be only of the·apecies 
Vitis vinifera and they must be included in the classification 
referred to in Article 17 of Regulation (EEC) No -816/70." 
Article 5 
Regulation (EEC) No 1162/76 is hereby repealed. 
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 December 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
The President 
. ' 
• 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
laying down further prov1s1ons on the grant of 
conversion and permanent abandonment premiums 
in wine production 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CQMMUNiriES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
and in particular Articles 42 and 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European l' t( 1) Par 1amen , 
Community 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2) , 
~hereas the difference between production and consumption of wine within the 
Community cannot ~e ascribed merely to short-term variations; whereas the 
intervention meaiu~es to te-establish a balance on the market provided for 
in Council Regulation (EEC) No 816/70 of 28 April 1970 laying down 
dd . . L f h , . . f ~,. k · · ( 3) a 1t1ona prov1S10ns or t e common organ1zat1on o t:.e ~ar et 1r w1ne , 
as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1861/78( 4), have proved inadequate; 
whereas experience gained from the implementation of 
(EEC) No 1163/76 of 17 May 1976 on the granting of a 
. th . (S) l d d b l . 1n e w1ne sector , as ast amen e y Regu at1on 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) OJ No L 99, 05.05.1970, p. 1 
(4) OJ No L 215, 04.08.1978, p. 1 
(5) OJ No L 135,. 24.05.1976, p. 34 
(6) OJ No L 144, 31.05.1978, p. 9 
Council Regulation 
conversion premium 
(EEC) No 1155/78( 6), 
•.. I. I'll. 
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has shown that more needs to be done to reduce Community wine-growing 
potential; whereas to encourage wine-growers to make such reductions, 
Council Regulation ~EEC) No of on the grant of conver-
sion and permanent abandonment premiums in respect of certain areas under 
vines(?) should be supplemented to provide for the grant of a premium to 
encourage the conversion or permanent abandonment of areas producing 
vine vegetative propagation material; 
Whereas to encourage the abandonment of rights that producers in some 
Member States may have acquired after carrying out grubbing in accordance 
with national provisions can contribute to a reduction in wine-growing 
potential; whereas it is appropriate to encourage the producers concerned 
to renounce their rights, by granting them a premium; 
Whereas, in order to restore balance to the market as quickly as possible, 
a time limit for putting forward such applications and granting such 
premiums should be laid down; 
Whereas, in order to achieve lasting results, recipients of the conversion 
premium should be required not to increase their area under vines to a 
given period and recipients of the abandonment premium and of the renuncia-
tion premium should be required never again to increase their area under 
vines, if indeed they continue wine-growing at all; whereas it also seems 
appropriate that permanent cessation of vine cultivation on the area in 
question should be ensured by imposing a legal obligation on these areas 
in accordance with provisions appropriate to the legal system of each 
Member State; 
•• • I ••• 
(7) OJ No L 
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Whereas the amount of the conversion ~remium must be set at a lev~l which 
takes accouni of the cost of brubbing and, to some extent, ot the prospec-
tive loss of incoQe; whereas, since the abandonment and renunciation premi~ms 
relate to'areas which, having already been grubbed, qualify for the corlv~~­
sion premium, the amount of the abandonment premium should be fixed at thF. 
same level for the three marketin~ years following the grant bf the c~nver­
sion premium and, to encourage producers to cease wine growing in the near 
future, the amount should be progressively reduced thereafter; 
Whereas, to ensure the correct application of the system of premiums, it 
should be laid down that national aid designed to achieve the same objectives 
as those ·which are. sought by .the sai~ syst~m may be-granted only where the. 
appLications relating thereto have been submitted befo~e the entry into 
force of this Regulation; 
Whereas all the measures considered are of Community interest and ar~ 
designed to achieve the objectives laid down in Article 39(1)(a) of the 
. 
Treaty; whereas ,they constitute a common me.asure within the. meaning of 
Article 6(1) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 729/70 of 21 April 1970 on the 
financing of the common agricultural policy(8), as last amended by the 
Treaty of Accession(9), 
HAS ADOPTED TH~S REGULATION 
(8) OJ No L 94, 28.4.1970, p. 13 
(9) OJ No L. 73, 27.3.1972, p. 14 
•• • I ••• 
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Article 1 
For the purposes of this Regulation : 
(a) ][Ubbing means the complete elimination of all vine stocks on an area 
planted with vines. 
(b) ,Feplanting means the planting of vines within eight years of grubbin6 
an equivalent area. on the same holding during this period, the area 
previously under vines passes to ano·t;her holding, the right of repla::1ting 
may also be transferred. 
(c) ne'J plantin9_ fll~?ans ·a planting of vines which does not correspond to the 
definition of r•eplanting given in (b)o 
(d) conversion means the cessation of vine cultivation on the area.s concerned 
for eit:,ht'years from the.start of the wine-growing year following the· 
grubbing of vines. 
(e) abandonment means the permanent cessation of vtne cultivation on an area, 
attested by a legal re~trjction placed upon those areas in accordance 
with the provisions of the Member State concerned. 
TITLE I Conversion and permanent abandonm~ of certain areas producing 
vine vegetative propagation material. 
Article 2 
Hine-growere cultivating areas used a.s root-stock nurseries 
shall, upon application and subject to the conditions laid down in this 
Title, be eligible for 
- a premium for the conversion of their areas under vines to other purposes; 
. . .1 • . . 
' '~ 
•' ,. 
<' 
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- a premium for abandoning wine growing, hereinafter called "abandonment 
premium" .. 
Article 3 
·1. For the wine-growing ye~rs 1978/79, 1979/80, 1980/81, 1981/82, 1982/83, 
1983/84 and 1984/85 a conversion premium shall .be granted for the con~. 
version of areas.used as root-stock nurseries planted with root-stock 
varieties included in the classification.of vine varieties. 
2. The abandonment premium shall be granted in respect of the cessation 
of wine-growing on areas in respect of which the conversion premium 
has been granted. . , 
The abandonment premium may be granted only during the eight marketing 
·years foll~wing that in whi~h the con~ersion premium was granted. 
3. The conversion premium may not be granted in respect of 
(a) areas planted w"ith vines totalling less than 10 ares on any one 
holding, 
(b) areas planted with vines in infringement of Community or nation~L· 
provisions, 
(c) areas planted with vines which are no Longer tended. 
~- The detailed rules for granting the premium shaLL be adop.ted in 
accordance ~ith the procedure Laid down in Article 7 of Regulation No. 
24. 
a•a/a•• .. 
7 ABptica'lions'i'on premiums ShatI
b),' the ivlember S'Fates,
!
- as regards the eonversion
stârt of the wine-gnotting
grubbed,
- as regards the abandcrnment
during the period neferred
3(2) 
"
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ntl{ c t,è 4
be {.odged w'ith the department s appointed
f:rerniurnro be'fore 31 Decernber foL Lor,ri[r9 the
year durf ng ulhich' the vines 'are to be
.:
prerniumo befon e.31 Deceniber of each year
to fn the seesnd subparagraph of ArticLe
t ha't ;
appL'icatiolt is
the areas for
?" T.he grant sf the conversion premiuçm shat[ be subjec'L to;
(a) the condition that, s'ince tlre entny into.force of this ReguLar-ion,
the onty rrine planting the aptrticant- has engaEecl in on his holcling
has been offset.b), the prior grubbii-rg of an equivatent area under
vines ?
(b) a rsritten decLaration by.the appl-icant to the ef,fect
* by X Apri L of the year foLtowing that -in urhich the
Lodgecl, he fiitt gnub or have gruhbecl the vin.u oi',
which the premium has been applied for,
- he wi tL ref r:ain f roirr increasing 'che totat area undeF vines cn his
hotding by any planting r,rhich is nst offset by the prior grubbing
of equivalent areas under v'ines, and this for a periei of eight
years from the start of the wine year fotLowing the clate on r.rhich
the Erubbi.ng referred to in 'ülre f irst indent was carried out,
- he.witL dectare annuaLLy durlng this period the area undeq vines
' which. is product,ive or.not yet productive;
(ci the appticant , o '
- being entltledp lnr accordance urith nationa[ lar+sn to coàtinue to
cuttivate'the area concerned for the period referred to.in the
second indent of (b) above, 
,
- producing, if he does not futfit the condition referred to in the
preceding indent, a uritten undertaking by the owner of the tand
that he witI guanantee that the'obLigations peferred to in (b) are
complied w{th orthat he witt compLy with them personaIty.
'.'...1...
,.. 
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If, affer the grariting of the premium and in the course of the period 
referred to in the second ~ndent of paragraph 2Cb), all or part of the 
holding should pass to.another person, the t~ecipient of the premium 
his assignees shalL remain responsible for the ex.ecution, by the 
successor, of the undertaking entered into by the recipient, unless 
- the successor enters into such an undertaking in his own right for 
the remainder of the period, 
or · 
or 
- the owner has given the undertaking pro~tided t.or in t-he secol)d indent 
of paragraph 2(c). 
3. The grant of the abandonment prem-ium .shall be subj.ect to 
(a) the condition laid down in paragraph 2Ca); 
Cb) a written undertaking by the applicant 
- not to increase the area under vines en his holding by any planting 
which has not·been offset by the prior grubbing of equivalent 
areas·under vines, 
to declare annually the area under vines which is productive and 
that which is not yet productive, if indeed vines are still grown 
on the holding, 
(c) an undertaking_ by the owner of the areas in r~spect of which the 
abandonment premium is applied for that the Legal obligation referred 
t~ in Article 1(e) shall be imposed on the said areas. 
4. The Council, acting by qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commi.ssion, may decide to alter the da'te laid down· in paragraph 1. 
In accordance with the same procedure, the Council may provide for 
de rogations .in respect of the date laid down in the first indent of 
paragraph 2(b). 
Article 5 
1. The amount of the conversion premium shall be fixed at 2 500 u .• a./hectare. 
2. The amount of the'abandonment premiumshall be f-ixed at '2 i._liJO u.a./hec-
tare. This amoun~ shall be reduced by 200 u.a./hectare A~~h.year fro~ 
the fourth rear following the grant of the conversion premium. 
• 
.. 
-B-
3. The csnversion premium"shaL'L be païd ln
rnonths .after the.appticant has pr.ovtded
-
The 'abandootnent premiun stra'LL be çraicl in a
than éix rnonths after the tegat'obt'igation
has been es.tabt'ished 
. 
and f orma Iiçed"
The üounciL, acting by a guaIified majority
Comm-i.ssionê nlôy eleciCe' to aLten the'arnounts
Detai Led nules fo:' the apptication of tlris
acsordance with tire procedure ta'id dol'rn 'in
sum,not more than six
'[hat grubbing .has {n fact
a l"ump
pro0 r
l.+ 
,
5"
si ng l-e i nsta Lment not more
referred to in ArticLe 1 (e)
on a proposaL f rom 
-the.
of the premiums.
Article shatl be adoPted in
ArticLe 7 of Regulatiorr No
24"
rrrLE ll Premtum fcr renounct he. riqht to certain ai'eas
Articte 6
1" tline-growers cuttivating areàs under r;ines
- Fho have'grubbed an area intended for prociuction of tab[e wine before
the entry into force of this Regutationo and
- nh3 acconclingi[y, by vii'tue of nationaL pro\risionsr'have the righÊ to
reptant 
.an equivalent -area with vines, arid
- whose hotdïng inctudes areas classified in."t"go.ies II and III
.within t'he meaniirg of Regutation (ËEC) No shaLt, upon appLi-
cation anA suUject to the conditions taid doun in this TitLe, be
eIigible for a premium for renouncing their rightr-heneinafter.caLLed
"renunciat ion premium" .
...f ...
• 
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2. Growers who have received the r'enunciation premium canno-t subsequently 
receive the premiums ·provided for by Council Regulation (EEC) No 
on coll~otive projects for the restructuring of vineyards • 
Article 7 
1. The renunciation premium ,shall .be granted for the. wine-growing years 
.1978/79, 1979/80, 1980/81,.1981/82, 1982/83, 1983/84 and 1984/85. 
2. Rights in respect of areas on one holding which amount to less thari 
\ 
25 ares cannot qualify for a renunciation premium. 
3. Detailed rules for the grant of the premium shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure· laid down in .Article 7 of Regulation No 
24. ' ' 
• Article 8 
1. Applications for premiums shall be Lodged with the departments appointed. 
by the Member States before 31 December each year during the period 
referred to in Article 8(1). 
2. The grant of the renunciation premium shall be subject to 
(a) the con~ition that, since the entry i~to fo~ce of this Regulation, 
the only vin~-planting the applicant has engaged in ·on his holdin9 
has been offset by the prio~ grubbing of an equivalent area u~der 
vines, 
(b) a written.declaration by the applicant to the effect that : 
he will not increase the tcital area under vines on his holding 
by any planting which has not been offset by the prior gr~~bing 
of equivalent areas under vines, 
- annua~ly, when .declaring his harvest, he will also declare the 
area under vines whi~h is productive and that which is not yet 
·productive, if_vines are still ~rown on the holding. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, may decide to alter the d~te given ih parL9raph 1 • 
• 
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Article 9 
1. The renunciation premium shall be fixed at 2 000 u.a./ha. This amount 
shall be reduced by 200 u.a./ha each year from the fourth year following 
the entry into force of this Regulation. 
2. The renunciation premiu~ sha[ be paid in a lump sum not more than iix 
months after the renunciation has b~en established_and formalized. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority vote en a proposal from the 
Commission, may decide to alter the amount of the premium. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 7 of Regulation No 24. 
TITLE III General provisions 
Article 'to 
1. The Member States shall verify that the undertaking referred to in 
. 
Article 4(2)(b) and (3), and in Article 8<2? are complied with. 
2. The member States shall inform the Commission of the results of this 
verification. 
3. ·Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 7 of Regulation No 
24. 
Article 11 
1. The measures laid down in this Regulation shall constitute a common 
measure within the meaning of Article 6(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
729/70. 
-••• I •.• 
. -
• I 
• 
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2. The measure referred to in paragraph 1 shall : 
- be confined to the wine years 1978/79, 1979/80, 1980/81, 1981/82, 
1982/83, 1983/84 and 1984/85 as regards the conversion and renunciation 
premiums, 
- end with the 1992/93 wine year as regards the abandonment premium • 
Art"icle 12 
The total cost of the common measure to the European Agricultural Guidance 
and Guarantee Fund shall be 17 million units of account. 
Article 13 
Expenditure incurred by the Member States in respect of the measures 
provided for in this Regulation shall be eligible for financing by the 
Guidance Section of the European Agricultural and Guarantee Fund. 
2. The Guidance Section of the European Agricultural Guidance and 
Guarantee Fund shall refund 50% of eligible expenditure to the Member 
States. 
3. Detailed rules for the application of paragraph 2 shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 13 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 729/70. 
Article 14 
1. Applications for reimbursement shall relate to expenditure incurred by 
a Member State,in a calendar year and shall be submitted to the Commis-
sion before 1 July of the following year. 
2. The Commission shall take a decision on these applications, on one or 
more occasions, in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 
7(1) of R~g~lation (EEC) No 729/70. 
-•• • I ••• 
• 
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Article 15 
1. Without prejudice to Article 8 of Regulation (EEC) No 729/70, the 
Member States shall take, in accordance with their national laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions, the necessary measures to· 
recover the amounts paid in cases where the undertakings referred to in 
Articles 4 and 8 have not been ~omplied with. 
"They shall inform the Commission of the measures•taken for this purpose 
and, in particular, shall periodically notify it of the state of 
administrative and judicial procedures relating thereto. 
2. Sums recovered shalt be paid to the paying departments or agencies. and 
deducted by them from the expenditure financed by the EAGGF pro rata 
to Community financing. 
3. The financial consequences of failing to recover amounts paid out shall 
be borne by the Community pro rata to Community financing. 
4. Interest may be charged on amounts to be recovered. 
5. Detaled rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 13 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 729/70. 
Article 16 
The Member States shall communicate to the Commission, during the wine 
years referred to in Article 3(1) and (2) and in Article 7(1) the areas of 
vines which have been converted or abandoned and have been granted the 
premium, and the are~s· for which a renunciation premium has been granted, 
as part of the national forecast referred to in Article 17(3) of Regula-
tion (EEC) No 816/70. The Commission shall take account of this informa-
tion in the report referred to 1n paragraph 4 of the said Article • 
••• ! ••• 
• 
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Article 17 
This Regulation shall not prevent the grant of aid provided for by 
national regulations designed to achieve similar objectives to those 
sought by this Regulation, provided that applications for such aid were 
submitted bef.ore the date of entry into force of this Regulation • 
Article 18 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of th~ European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety,and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council. 
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4· OBJECTIVE:> I Abandonment of certain vine varieties. 
Renunciation of the right to plant on 15 000 ha .. 
I 
' 5• FIIIA!ICIAL COIISEQUUICE FOR THE NARKE'l'ItlO YEAR CURRENI .;~NfiCIAL YEAR • FCLLOWICC FIN.AliCIAL YEAR 
5•0 EXPi:i!DITUilE 70 ) . 
-CHARGED TO THE EC BUDGET 
( REI-'Ulll.G/IllTERVUITI OilS) 4.43 - 4.43 
-cHARGED TO IIATIONAL AtmHISTR. 8.86 8.86 8.86 
-cHARGED TO IYl'HER NATIOUAL CROOPS , 
5.1 RECEIPTS. 
-CYAN RESOURC~ OF T!!E EC 
- - -(LEVIF:;/CU:JTO~:.S JXJTII'S) 
-NATIOliAL 
TEAR •••••• 7.~••••••• TEAR •••• ~$!••••••••• 81 YEAR •••••••••••••• 
5.0.1 PWRI.CINUAL PAT~..:RN OP EXPE:IDITURE 4.43 4.43 4.43 
5.1.1 PLURIANNUAL PATTER!l OF RECEIPTS l 
il 
il ,, 
5•2 •tETIIOD OF CALCULATION ~ 
' 
' 
SEE ANNEX 
' 
. 
1 
~ 
6.0 FINAHCING POSSIBLE WITH APPROPR I A Tl ONS ENTERED IN RELEVANT CHAPTER • 
OF CURRENT BUDGET 
. ; 
J 
6.1 FUIAliCINO POSSIBL& BY TR.UlSlo'ER B;;rA'Lm CHAPJ$RS OF CUIL'lE.'lT BUDGm ·: r !~ 
' 
6.2 NECI.zSITY FOR A SUPPJ..Ei.:El\TARY BUDGET , ~ 
n 
~·-~· . 6.3 APPROPR!ATIONS TO BE ENTERED lN FUTURE BUDG.ETS lES 
.... _.__,_... ~ . 
COi'..'~TS a. 
A) 
B) 
ANNEX 
The Regulation provides .for two different measures : 
a measure relating to vine nurseries for the conversion and abandon-
ment of a total of 1 000 ha with a conversion premium of 2 500 u.a./ 
ha and an abandonment premium averaging 1 810 u.a./ha, totalling -
4 310 u.a./ha. 
- a measure to encourage wine-growers who have rights to plant, as yet 
unused, to renounce these rights. 
The rights in question relate to 15 000 ha and the average renuncia-
tion premium will amount to about 1 950 u.a./ha. 
Special measure concerning vine nurseries 
In view of the required reduction of the area under vines, the wine-
growing action programme has to be extended to apply to vine 
nurseries. 
It is estimated that in France and Italy wine-growing will be discon-
tinued in·such nurseries on 1 000 ha. 
Duration of measure 
Unit cost 
Total cost 
7 years 
4 310 u.a./ha 
4.3 million u.a. 
of which 50% charged to the EAGGF = 2.15 million u.a. 
C) Buying-up of the right to plant in France (paragraph 90) 
On the basis of a similar measure carried out in 1955, it may be 
estimated.that the right to plant may be bought-up in the case of 
15 000 ha of abandoned vineyards in France. 
Duration of measure 
Unit cost 
Total cost 
. 
. 7 years 
1 950 u.a./ha 1) 
29.3 million u.a. 
D) Calculation of costs for 'the ''nursery" measure 
1) Conversio~ premium : 2 500 u.a. per ha 
Budget No of Ha Expenditure borne Expenditure 
Year by Member Sta~e charged to 
EAGGF (50%) 
--------- r----------- --------------~-----· ------------~ 1978 200 500 000 250 000 
1979 200 500 000 250 000 
1980 200 500 000 250 000 
1981 150 375 000 187 500 
1982 100 250 000 125 000 
1983 100 250 000 125 000 
1984 50 125 000 62 500 
---------
___ ,..,. _______ 
---~---------------- -------------1 000 2 500 000 1 250 000 
.. 
- 2 - -
2) Abandonment premium : 1 810 u.a./ha 
Budget· No of Ha Expenditure borne Expenditure 
Year by Jllte11ber State charged to 
EAGG F {·5.9%) 
1----- -=-------1------------- ----------
1978 200 362 000 181 000 
1979 200 362 000 181 000 
1980 200 362 000 181 000 
1981 150 271.500 135 750 I .1982 100 181 000 90 500 1983 100 181 000 90 500 
1984 50 90 500 45 250 1-·---- --------~·--------------------
___ _:. ________ 
1 810 000 905 000 
E) Calculation of costs for the "planting rights" measure 
.Total EAGGF 
cost <1+2) 
1-----------
431 000 
'431 000 
431 000 
323 250 
215 500 
215 500 
107 750 
1------------
2 155 000 
The premium is calculated accordnng to the following degressive scale : 
Years 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th· 
--------. ---- ------- f--·----- ~------ -------- -----
-----------
80 16 3 1 
~---------- ---·--1------ ...__ ______ ------- ------· -------
Amount of 
·tne premium 2 000 2 000 2 000 1 800 1 600 1 400 
It is estimated that all the decisions will be taken before the end of 
the sixth year. 
Budget Ho of Ha Allount of the Expenditure borne Expenditure 
Year premium u.a. by Member State charged to 
EAGGF (50%) 
-------- ----------- -----------
-------------------~---------------I 1978 . 4 000 2 000 8 000 000 4 000 000 
1979 4 000 2 000 8 000 000 4 000 000 
1980 4 000 2 000 8 000 000 4 000 000 
1981 2 400 1 800 4 320 000 2 160 000 
1982 450 1 600 720 000 360 000 
1983 150 1~ . 210 000 105 000 t------ ~----------~~------· ----------------~---------------15 000 1 950 29 250 000 14 625 000 
••• 1 ••• 
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F) Total breakdown of costs arising. from the three premiums 
Budget Expenditure borne Expenditure charged 
ill • year by Member State to EAGGF (50%) 
---------
-------------------- ---------------------1978 8 862 000 4 431 000 
1979 8 862 000 4 431 000 
1980 8 862 000 4 431 000 
1981 4 966 500 2 483 250 
1982 1 151 000 575 500 
1983 641 000 320 500 
1984 215 500 107 750 
--------· 
-------------------- ---------------------33 560 000 16 780 000 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE (EEC) 
on the programme to speed up the conversion 
of certain areas under vines in the Charentes 
t:iepartments 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having ~egard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard· to the proposal from the Commission, 
d h ' ' f h E l' ( 1) Having regar to t e Op1n1on o t e uropean Par 1ament , 
Whereas under Article 39(2)(a) of the Treaty1 in working out the common 
agricultural policy account should be taken of the social structure of 
agriculture and the structural and natural disparities between the various 
agricultural regions; 
Wherea~-to attain the objectives of the common agricultural policy listed in 
Article 39(1 )(a) and' (b) of the Treaty special provisions adapted to the 
situation of the least-favoured agricultural areas should be taken at 
Community level; 
Whereas the departments of Charente and Charente Maritime are in an unfavourable 
sftuation from the poir)t of view of'agricultural incomesand under-employment 
both in agriculture and outside it; whereas, therefore action should be 
taken with regard to the structure and development of wine-growinq in 
that region to have a permanent effect on the incomes from agricultural 
employment; 
( 1) OJ No C 
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Whereas therefore, the wine-growing potential of the Charentes departments 
should be brought into Line with market requirements by encouraging the 
conversion of the areas under vines whose suitabi~ity for wine-gtowing 
has not been confirmed and which could be used for other crops; whereas 
producers should receive special financial aid to ~ncourage them to convert 
the areas under vines referred to above; 
Whereas the conditions and Limits provided for in Articles 13 and 19 of 
Council Directive 72/159/EEC of 17 April 1972 on the modernization of 
(1) farms , do not completely cover the particular structural situation of 
these departments; 
wnereas, in view of the above, the measures already referred to constitute 
a common measure within the meaning of Article 6 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 729170 of 21 April 1970 on the financing of the common agricultural 
policyCZ>, as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2788/72( 3); 
I 
Whereas the considerable drop in the use of the products from these vineyards 
since 1973 would have Led to a total halt to all new plantings of vineyards 
for this purpose, taking into account of the extent of the areas·not yet in 
production; whereas substantial new plantings were, however, carried 0ut 
during the 1974/75 marketing year; whereas, therefore, the financing of 
the programm• by the EAGGF should be restricted to the plantings carried 
out before 1 November 1978; 
Whereas it is for the Commission to approve, after receiving an op1n1on 
from the Standing Committee on Agricultural Structures, a programme presented 
by the French Republic, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 
'-.. 
( 1) OJ No L 96, 23.4.1972, p. 1. 
(2) OJ No L 94, 28.4.1970, p. 13. 
(3) OJ No L 295, 30.12.1972, p. 1. 
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Article 1 
In order to re-establish the balance between wine production and normal use 
in the Charentes departments,a common measure within the meaning of Article 
6(1) of Council Regulation (EEC> No 729/70 shall ·be initiated, to be 
implemented by the French Republic,to speed up operations to convert some 
of the vineyards used to produce wine suitable for the production of certain 
wine spirits with a registered designation of origin. 
Article 2 
1. The conditions and limits provided for in Article13(2) and Article 19(2) ann ) 
of Directive 72/159/EEC shall not apply to joint operations covered by this 
common measure. 
2. The financial contribution by the Community may be used only in connection 
with a programme which applies to all those areas under vines in the Charentes 
departments to be converted. 
This programme shall be presented to the Commission by the French Republic. 
3. The programme shall be·examined and approved after consultation with·the 
Committee for the European Agricultural Guidance Guarantee fund, hereinafter 
referred to as the "Fund", on the financial aspects according to the procedure 
provided for in Article 18(2)(3) of Directive 72/159/EEC. 
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Article 3 
The programme referred to in Article 2, which should enable a balance to be 
· established between wine production and normal use in the Charentes departments~ 
shall include the following information : 
- the number of hectares previously under vines, which will no Longer be used 
for wine-growing after conversion, 
- location of the areas and the date when they were planted, 
- timetable for grubbing operations, 
- information on the suitability of the a~eas converted for other crops, 
- measures to encourage the conversion of the areas referred to above in 
the form of a single special premium, 
- the scheduled amount of the aid, 
- the legal obligation relating to the areas and guaranteeing final cessation, 
- the objectiv~s of these operations in relation to the present situation 
botn as regards quality and quantity. 
Article 4 
1. The expenditure by the French Republic 1 in connec~ion with the programme 
referred to in Article 2 1in respect of the special conversion premium 
referred to in the fourth indent of Article 3 shall be eligible for 
assist~nce from the Fund, Guidance Section, provided that it does not 
exceed 4 000 units of account per hectare converted. 
2. The Fund, Guidance Section shall reimburse to the French Republic 50% 
of the eligible expenditure referred to in paragraph 1 in respect of 
area$ planted before 1 November 1974 and not exceeding 5 000 hectares. 
Art·icle 5 
1. The duration of the measure shall be three years from notification of 
this Directives 
2. The estimated total cost of the common measure to the Fund shall be 
10 million units of account for the whole per4od. 
,. •• /11ee 
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Article 6 
When the programme referred to in Article 2(3) is approved 1the Commission 
shall lay down, in agreement with the French Republic, the detailed rules 
regarding regular information on the progress of this programme. At the 
same time the French Republic shall designate the organizations responsible 
for the technical execution. 
Article 7 
1. Ap~·lications for reimbucsement shall be in respect of the expenditure 
by the French Republic for one calendar year and shall be presented to 
the Commission before 1 July of the following year. 
2. Aid from the Fund shall be decided on in accordance with Article 7(1) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 729/70. 
3. Advance payments may be granted by the Fund in accordance with the 
. detailed rules for financing adopted by the French Republic and qepending 
.on the progress of the project. 
4. The detailed rules for application of this Article shall be adopted 
according to the procedure provided for in Article 13 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 729/70. 
Article 8 
This Directive is addressed to the French Republic. 
Done at 
• 
For the Council 
The President 
• 
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4· OBJECTIVE:.; • To re-establish the balance between wine production and normal use q 
in the Charentes departments by con~erting some of the vineyards. ~ 
!l 
5· FlllAJICIAL CO!IS~UL'IfCE 
' 5•0 EXPEi!DITURE 
-CHARGED TO 'l'llE EC BUDGm' 
( RJ:':Jo'Uli.LG/IIITERVEIITI OriS) 
-CHARG"-'D TO l/ATIONAL .ADMINISTR. 
-CHARGED TO Cfl'HER NATIOIIAL GROUPS 
5.1 RECEIPTS 
...(J,r.j R.ESOURC~ OF 'l'!!E EC 
(LEVIE5/CU3TOl·:S ruTIES) 
-NATIO:IAL 
FOR THE ~tARKE'l'IIlG YEAR CURREN'! PIN~NCIAL YEAR 
l 70 J • 
3.33 
6.66 
YEAR • •• • 19.~0 ..... . 
6.66 
YEAR •••• 1?~.1••••••• 
5.0.1 PLURICINUAL PATTERN OF EXPE:'IDI'l'URE 3. 33 3,.33 
5.1.1 PLURIANNUAL PATTERil OF RECEIPI'S 
. . I! 
FCLI.OW!VC !J,*''JC!AL YEAR~ 
3.33 il 
6. 67 H 
l 
. ~ 
YEAR 1982 
·····3:·34···· 
!. 
!l ~ .... --===---=-==----.... ----------------------------------------------..... -----J 5o2 Jo'.E'l'iiOD OF CALCULATION ij 
See Annex 
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fii£THOD OF CALCULATION 
A) Under the ..-egionat plan to be pr~sent~d by the French Government, 
5 000 hectaTes wilt be financed by aid from ~he £AGGF during 
1919/80 - 1981/82. 
Duration of tfle J~eaSUY"e'! 3 years 
Unit cos~: 4 000 u~a./ha 
Totat cost: 20 •itlion u.a. 
Expenditure eligihel for assistance fr• 'tt\e £A6GF: 20 ·•ill ion u.a. 
of vlridl 501 is .bot ne by 'ttle EA66f: 10 witl ion u.•. 
. .. . 
. 
&peodi'ture by 'the " le~ S'brte . 8o1ne by 'the £AGGf . : . . . . 
. . . . 
1979 .. 6.66 . . . 
.. . . 
.. . . 
1980 . h-67 . . 3..33 . . . 
. . . 
1981 .. 6.61 . 3 .. 33 . . . . 
. . . 
1982 .. . . 3 .. 34 . .. . 
.. 
. 
.. 20 
. . 
. 10 . .. .. .. 
. .. .. 
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PROPOSAL FOR 
Council Regulation (EEC) No ••• 178 
on collective projects for the 
restructuring of vineyards 
VL/4245i78-EN 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPeAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
h 
. . (1) Having regard to the proposal from t e Comm1S~1on, 
h l
. (2) 
-Having regard to the Opinion of t e European Par 1ament, 
Whereas the imbalances on the market in wine can be progressively eliminated 
only by a set of coherent measures; 
Whereas, having regard to the structural situation of vineyards producing 
table wine and quality wine p.s.r., their basic structures should be 
improved as part of the progressive establishment of balance on the market 
in wine, so as to ~ationalize work on wine-growing holdings and increase agri-
cult~ral incomes; 
Whereas the measures for the restructuring of vineyards producing table wine 
should be confined to wine-growing areas which are naturally suited to wine-
growing and which are not covered by Council Directive 78/627/EEC of 19 June 
1978 on the programme to accelerate the restructuring and conversion of vine-
d . . M d. t . . F (3) yar s 1n certa1n e 1 erranean reg1ons 1n ranee; 
Whereas restructuring of vineyards cannot be-effective unless operations are 
on a certain scale as regards the area involved and are undertaken collective-
Ly; 
Whereas, to be eligible for Community financing, projects must contribute to· 
a lasting improvement in working conditions on holdings, guarantee production 
of good quality wines and be economically justified; 
(1) OJ No 
(2) OJ No 
(3) OJ No 206, 29.7.1978, p.1. 
.1. 
• 
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·whereas, to ensure ·co-ordination of action by the Community and ~Y the 
Member States the projects to be financed by the European Agr1cultural 
Guidance and Guarantee Fund, hereinafter refer'red to as "the Fund', 
-should be approved and part-financed by the Member State concerned; 
Whereas, to ensure that the recipients observe the conditions on which aid 
~ 
is granted from the Fund, an effective control~ system should be set up and 
provision made for suspension, reduction or termination of aid from the F~nd; 
Whereas administration of the abovementioned measure may be facilitated by 
granting a standa~ premium per hectare of vineyard restructured; 
Whereas such a measure is in the Commun-ity interest and is desig;1ed' to fulfil 
the oqjectives laid down in Article 39 (1)(a) of the Treaty; whereas it there~­
for·e constitutes a common measure within the meaning of ArticJ.e, 6 of Council 
Regulation_(EEC) No 729/70 of.21 April 1970 on· the f1nancing of the common 
agricultural policy (1), as last amended by Reg~lation (EEC) No 2788/~2 (2); 
~hereas aid from the Fund in the form of reimbursement of 35 % of the standard 
premium granted by the Member States constitues an appropriate contribution 
by the Community; ~ 
Whereas a procedure for approval of the projects should be established ~hich 
ensure close cooperation between the Member .States and the Commission ~ithin 
the Standing Committee on Agricultural St~ucture, set up under Article 1 of 
t~e Council Deci~ion of 4 December 1962 on the toordination_of politicies on 
the structure of agriculture (3); wherea~ consultat~on of the Fund Committee 
referred to in Article 11 of Regulation (EEC) No 729/70 should also be provided 
for, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
(1) OJ No L 94, 28.4.1970, p. 13 -
(2) OJ No L 295, 30.12.1972, p.1 
(3) OJ No L 136, 17.12.1962, p. 2892/6l 
, 
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Article :1.. 
1. ~lith the aim of impr;:l\.dng the basic structtjres 0f vineyards, a common 
~e~sure ~ithin t~e meaning or Arti~l0 6 l1) of Regulati00 CEEC) 1Jo 729/70 
shall be introduced to rationalize tvork on wine-g,·owing holdings and 
create the conditions for improving. the qualitt of wines. 
2. The common measure shall be implemented in areas under vines prodtJcing 
a) qu~l~ty wines p.s.r 
b) table wines,. wiH, the exception of .: 
-vineyards in Category Ill as defined in Regulation (EEC) No ••• 
-vineyards in the Languedoc-Roussillon region and in the departments 
of Ard~che, 8ouches-du-Rh5ne, Var and Vaucluse. 
3. The Commission may grant aid for the common measure, in accordance with 
Titles II and III, in the form of a refund by the Guidance Section of the 
Fund of expenditure incurred by the Member States in connection with collec· 
tive restructuring projects. 
TITLE I Collective restructuring pr~jects 
Article 2 
1. For the purposes of this Regulation, a collective project for ~he restruc-
turing of vineyards means any replanting of vineyards undertaken by growers 
under a binding collective agreement. 
In areas which are : 
a) intended for the production of quality wines p.s.r., or 
b) intended for the production of table wine and classified in Category.! 
under Regulation (EEC) No 
The projec~ may also include new planting if this is essential for improvir 
the effectiveness of the restructuring measures. 
.1. 
.. . 
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2. Bindihg collective agreements shall lay down the conditions governing th~ 
... 
planting of vines and associated operations, providing in particular for-
rationalization of work and of the use of machinery. 
-3. A collective restructuring project must cover : 
a) in respect of quality wines p.s.r., a minimum area under vines 
guaranteeing that the objectives of Article 3 are fulfilled; 
b) in respect of table wines, a total area of not less than 100 ha 
under vines, made up of· unbroken wine-growing_ areas of not Less 
than 5 ha each. 
4. For the purposes of this Regulation, new planting or replanting means any 
planting of vines ~ndertaken in accordance with the corresponding defini-
tion given in An~ex Ia to Council Regulati~n (EEC) No 816/70. (1) 
Article 3 
Collective restructuring projects must 
a) contribute to ·a La-sting improvement in working conditions on the holdings 
concerned, thereby improving labour income; . 
b) guarantee an improvem:ent in the quality of 'the wines produced;· 
c) offer a suffici'ent guarantee as ·to their economic effectiveness. 
Article 4. 
Collective restructuring projects must comprise 
a) the. restructuring measures envisaged; , 
b) the estimated cost of the res~ructuring;operations; 
c) the amount of the restructuring aid provided for ; 
d)-and as regards quality wines PeS.I', observance of ·the provisions of 
Regulation (EEC) No 817/70 and the rules adopted for its applic~tion; 
.I. 
. (1) OJ No L 
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- as regards table wines 
i) the compulsory provisions relating to the direction and spacing of 
planting and the method of training the vines; 
ii) the 'vine varieties to be used in accordance with the list referrea 
to in Article •••. of Regul~tion (EEC) No ••• 
Article s 
1. Aid in respect of thE restructuring of vineyards shall be granted in the 
form of a premium per hectare of vineyard restructur~d. 
2. The Member State co~cerned shall fix the amount of the premium at between 
1.500 and 2.500 u.a./ha on the basis of the present structural situation 
and the measures envi~aged for the restructuring of ~he vineyard. 
The amont of the premium in respect of new planting may not exceed 
1.500 u.a./ha. 
TITLE II Procedure for the scrutiny of projects~ 
Article 6 
1. Projects must be submitted by the Member State concerned. 
2. In order to qualify for aid from the Fund, projects must have been 
approved by the Member State on whose territory they are to be implemented. 
3. Projects must be accompanied by evidence that the project fulfils the 
conditions laid down in Title I. 
4. The information to be provided on projects and the form in which they are 
to be presented shall be determined in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 11, after consultation with the· Fund CommitlEe on the finan-
cial aspects. 
Article 7 ~ 
1. The Commission shall approve projects in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 11, after consulting the Fund Committee on the financial 
aspects. 
2. The Member State and the beneficiary shall be notified of the Commission's 
decision. 
\ I 
- ' 
I . 
I . 
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TITLE III Financial and general provisions 
Article 8 
I 
1. Expenditure incurred by the Member States in connection with projects which 
have been approved in accordance with Article 7 shall be eligible for aid 
from the Guidan~e Section of the Fund. 
2. The Guidance Section of the Fund shall refund to the Member States 35% of 
eligible expenditure. 
Article 9 
1. The period envisaged for implementing the common measure shall be seven 
years irom the date of entry into force of this Regulation. 
2. The estimated cost of the common measure to the Fund for the period referred 
to in paragraph 1 shall amount to 156 million units of account, or 22 million 
units of account per year. 
3. Artic~e 6(5) of Regulation (EEC) N° 729/70 shall apply to this Regulation. 
Article 10 
1. Applications for refunds shall relate to expenditure incurred by the Member 
States in the course of one calendar year and shall be submitted to the 
Commission before 1 July of the following year. 
2~ Decisions on aid from the Guidance Section of the Fund shall be adopted in 
accordance with Article 7(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 729/70. 
3o Advances may be granted by the Fund on the basis of the rules on,financing 
adopted by the Member State concerned and in the light of the progress of 
the projects. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 13 of Regulation (EEC) 
N° 729/70. 
... ----------~~---~------~------~~--~~---------
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Article 11 
1. Where the p~ocedure laid down in this Arti·cle is to be followed, the matter 
shall be referred to the Standing Committee on Agricultural Structure by 
the Chairman, either on his own initiative or at the request of the 
representative of a Member State. 
2. The 'epresentative of the Commission shall submit a draft of the measures to 
be adopted. The Standing Committee on Agricultural Structure shall deliver 
an optnion on those measures by a majority of 41 votes within a time limit 
set by the Chairman according to the urgency of the matter ; the votes of 
the Member States shall b~ weighted as provided for in Article 148(2) of 
the Treaty. The Chairman shall not vote. 
3. The Commission shall adopt measures which shall be immediately applicable. 
However, if such measures are not in accordance with the opinion of the 
Standing Committee on Agricultural Structure, they shall forthwith be 
communicated by the Commission to the Council ; in that event, the Commission 
may defer application of the measures which it has adopted for not more than 
one month from the date of such communication. 
The Council acting by a qualified majority, may take a different decision 
' 
within·one month. 
Article 12 
Aid in respect of vines cultivated for the production of table wine shall be 
prohibited unless it is granted. 
-either pursuant to Article 8 of Council Directive 72/159/EEC of 17 April 1972, 
- or ftir restructuring under collective projects as referred to in this 
Regulation and in Counc)l Directive 78/627/EEC of 19 June 1978, within the 
limits c/ available aid provided. 
- 9 -
Article 13 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
~ publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
• 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
' ' 
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TEAR • •• 1 ~ISO ••••••• 19Sl1 YEAR •••••e•••r•••••• 
22.3 22 •. 3 
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ANNEX 
Method of calculation 
A. Two types of me.as~re are proposed : 
- restructuring quality wine p.s.r. production 
- restructuring table wine production 
The amount of the premium may vary for both types from 1 500 to 2 500 u.a./ha 
In respec,t of new planting, the premium may not exceed 1 500 u.a,./ha. 
The average premium is estimated at .2 000 Uea./ha. 
B. Measures relating to the moderniza.tion of wi_ne...:growing holdings 
The assumption is as follows : 
The impact is equal to 3% of the annual renewal of Communiiy vineyards; 
i.e. 20% of the area und~r vines classified in Cat~gory I: 200 000 ha. 
Duration of the measure 
Premium per ha 
Total cost 
of which 35% chargeable to the EAGGF : 
(annual charge to th~ EAGGF : 20 million 
7 years 
2 000 u.a. 
400 million 
140 million 
u.a.) 
u.a. 
u.a. 
c. Colle~tive measure~ for restructuring quality wAne p.s.r. production 
It is estimated that for the period from 1979 to 1985 collective restruc-· 
turing measures throughout the community will involve 23 000 ha under vines 
producing qu~lity wines p.s.r. 
Duration of the measure 
Unit cost 
7 years 
2 000 u.a./ha 
46 million u.a. Total cost 
of which 35% charged to the EAGGF = 16~1 milljon u.a. 
D. Calculation of costs 
-- ~, 
_§~e~Dgi!~r~-E~-~~me~r-~!~!~~ 
Budget year Table wines l Quality wines Tb~al cost 
I p .. .s.r. 
i 
Chargeable to 
EAGGF (35 %) 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
'1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
I 
57,1~ ! 6,57· 63,71 -
. 57, 14 l . 6, 57 63, 71 2 2, 3 
57,14 ! 6,57 63,71 22,3 
s1,14 I 6,57 63,71 22,3 
57,14 I 6.~57 63,71 22,..3 
. '57,15 : 6p57 63,72 22,3 t 
' . 
- i - -· 22;3 
57,15' : 6;58 . 63,73 22,3 j 
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